
Annual Conference 2020
9.00
Arrival and registration 
Get registered, grab a goody bag and enjoy some live music from talented 
UAL Awarding Body students! 

9.45
Ross Anderson - Welcome
A warm welcome from UAL Awarding Body 
Director Ross Anderson, who will set the scene 
for the day ahead, touching on the work of UAL 
Awarding Body in 2019/20 and the opportunities 
and challenges for the education sector more 
broadly. Ross has worked in the education sector 
for twenty years at Pearson, Creative & Cultural 
Skills and UAL, championing creative education 
and the creative industries.

10.00
Rebecca Strickson
Rebecca Strickson is an artist and do-er of 
things, of 10 years experience, based in Kent. 
Working mostly in illustrations, she combines a 
hand rendered digital aesthetic with an equally 
detailed choice of subject matter. Of late she has 
been working with and inspired by the traditional 
imagery of trade union and friendly society 
banners, protest placards and Arts and Crafts 
design.

10.30
Jamie Beddard 
Jamie Beddard is one of the UK’s leading 
disabled theatre practitioners. He is a writer, 
actor, director and workshop leader as well as 
a trainer and consultant. Jamie will be talking 
about his journey as a disabled actor, director 
and leader. He has a long and mixed portfolio of 
freelance work and more recently co-directing 
Diverse City, and is an advocate and influencer 
in inclusive practice. 

11.15
Explore our Inspiration Stations
Grab some refreshments and explore our Inspiration Stations! Speak to 
representatives from UAL Awarding Body, Create Arts, 14-18 NOW, IntoFilm, 
Wool4Mark, UAL Student Recruitment team and many more creative and 
industry relevant representatives!

12.00
Mental Health panel discussion
Our mental health panel discussion will be lead by UAL’s Associate 
Director of HR, Vilma Nikolaidou. Vilma will be joined by George Hodgson 
from Maison de Choup, Lisa Humphries from The National Association 
for Managers of Student Services (NAMSS), Soumtria Burman-Ray from 
Lambeth Together and Anita Israel from UAL’s student support team. The 
panel will explore the ways in which creativity can enhance and support 
mental wellbeing and will welcome questions from the audience so come 
along with thoughts, ideas and suggestions!

13.00
Lunch
We’ve got a yummy lunch lined up for you, and you’ll have more time to 
explore the Inspiration Stations and network with like-minded creative 
educators!

14.00 
Laughology - Dave Keeling
As Lead Happiness Consultant with Laughology, 
Dave has worked both nationally and 
internationally in business and education for over 
20 years. Dave delivers outstanding training on 
topics as wide ranging as risk taking, curiosity, 
change management, leadership, thinking skills, 
communication and well-being. Highly engaging, 
dynamic, fast-paced and quick-witted, Dave 
Keeling is 6ft 2in, blue eyed and a little bit ginger 
and believes that within that description lies a 
little bit of something for everyone!

15.00
Narinder Sagoo
Narinder is the Art Director at Foster + Partners 
and is most well known for his perspective 
drawings and his unique ability to grasp and 
visualise architectural visions. Responsible for 
all artistic representations of projects, from 
sketch and drawing, digital painting through to 
photorealistic representation, Narinder’s team of 
artists continue to push boundaries, translating 
not just the built reality but the essence of a 
building, whilst exploring sensory relationships 
with the built and natural environment. Narinder 
is also a patron of arts education charity The Big 
Draw.

15.45
After party!
Join us for a drink and to network with other inspiring creative educators! 
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